Thermodynamics of information transfer between subunits in oligomeric enzymes and kinetic cooperativity. 1. Thermodynamics of subunit interactions, partition functions and enzyme reaction rate.
The strength of quaternary constraints between two subunits of a polymeric enzyme depends upon the number of neighboring subunits and upon whether these subunits are liganded or not. These quaternary constraints between two subunits of a complex polymeric enzyme may be expressed, however, in terms of quaternary constraints that exist within ideal dimers. The influence of quaternary constraints on the reaction rate of a complex polymeric enzyme may thus be expressed in terms of the intersubunit strain that exists within dimers. This conclusion, that was far from evident, appears to be the consequence of the postulates of structural kinetics, and derive as well from usual thermodynamic principles. The structural steady-state equations may be expressed in terms of partition and sub-partition functions. As applied to structural kinetic models, a partition function expresses how, during the steady state, the energy of a population of enzyme molecules is distributed over n states. Similarly a sub-partition function describes how, during the steady state, the energy of these enzyme molecules is partitioned among only n-k of these states. Although the concept of partition function was initially formulated for equilibrium processes, it may be extended without any loss of generality to non-equilibrium processes. Moreover it is reminiscent of the concept of binding polynomial presented some years ago by Wyman for the equilibrium binding of a ligand to a protein. With this formalism derived from statistical mechanics, a structural rate equation may be derived from the ratio of a sub-partition function of degree n-1 and of a partition function of degree n. Again these properties are the consequence of the postulates of structural kinetics associated with simple ideas derived from statistical thermodynamics.